
Added Capabilities in 
Government and  
Regulated Industries

Who is BlueAlly?  
BlueAlly is a provider of information technology 
solutions to business, government, education and 
healthcare customers. With a national presence,  
we deliver everything from hardware and software 
to on-premise, hybrid and cloud solutions.  
Headquartered in Cary, North Carolina since 1999, 
BlueAlly has a track record of delivering results around 
the disciplines of networking & security, data center 
infrastructure and cloud. 

BlueAlly.com

Who is n2grate?  
n2grate’s robust portfolio of end-to-end solutions 
is optimized for large corporations and government 
clients. The team specializes in servicing and delivering 
IT solutions that meet the information technology 
needs of regulated industries and federal clients. The 
n2grate team has advanced expertise in networking, 
security, and infrastructure. 

n2grate.com

Why has n2grate been  
acquired by BlueAlly?  
n2grate has achieved significant success with federal and 
large enterprise clients, and established key relationships 
with industry leading technology vendors. 

This success aligns with the BlueAlly strategy of diversifying 
our business, expanding geographically, and strengthening 
our relationships with technology brands with the goal of 
being able to deliver more value to our clients.

What does this mean  
for me as a customer?
BlueAlly and n2grate will continue to deliver the same  
level of service to existing clients. The addition of n2grate 
into BlueAlly extends the service offering available to you, 
and further solidifies our position as a leading IT  
solutions provider. 

Will any contact  
information change? 
All contact information for BlueAlly and n2grate remains 
the same, and we will continue to operate the existing 
n2grate website, email domain, and phone system  
for the foreseeable future. 

What happens to  
n2grate now? 
n2grate will begin the process of inclusion into  
BlueAlly, with the goal of achieving a single  
aligned company under the BlueAlly brand. 

Clients of n2grate will continue to be serviced by 
their current teams, and any future changes will be 
communicated timeously.

I have more questions... 
Please contact your sales representative or our CMO, 
Jonathan Berger, with any questions you may have, and 
they will be happy to answer them. 

 Find out how you can leverage  
 BlueAlly’s expanded capabilities

 (800) 886-5369

 sales@blueally.com

 blueally.com
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